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Decisive win:
Lloyd finds place on
team, in record books
By KEVIN BAXTER
L O S A NG EL ES T I M ES

VANCOUVER, British Columbia
or a time when she was
younger, Carli Lloyd wasn’t
sure she belonged on the
U.S. national team.
And just two weeks ago she
wasn’t sure where she fit into the
U.S. attack in this Women’s World
Cup.
But on Sunday she finally
found her place — in the record
books — after scoring three goals
in the first 16 minutes of the
championship game, leading the
U.S. team to a convincing 5-2 win
over Japan before an overwhemingly pro-American crowd of
53,341 at BC Place.
The five goals are the most
scored by one team in a Women’s
World Cup final while for Lloyd
the hat trick, the quickest ever by
an American in a World Cup, gave
her a tournament-best six goals
— including game-winners in the
last three games.
Almost as important, the performance chased away the stubborn ghosts of 1999, which have
haunted the U.S. women since
they last won a World Cup.

F

Greece in uncharted territory
with ‘no’ vote on deal
requiring greater austerity
By SUZANNE DALEY
NEW YORK TI ME S

ATHENS, Greece — Greeks
delivered a shocking rebuff to
Europe’s leaders on Sunday, decisively rejecting a deal offered
by the country’s creditors in a
historic vote that could redefine
Greece’s place in Europe and
shake the continent’s financial
stability.
INSIDE
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the
Interior Ministry reported that
with more than 90 percent of
the vote tallied, 61 percent of
the voters had said no to a deal
that would have imposed greater austerity measures on the beleaguered country.
The no votes carried virtually every district in the country,
handing a sweeping victory to
Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras,
a leftist who came to power in
January vowing to reject new
austerity measures, which he
called an injustice and economically self-defeating. Late last
month he walked away from negotiations in frustration at the
creditors’ demands, called the
referendum and urged Greeks
to vote no as a way to give him
more bargaining power.
While Tsipras now appears to
have his wish, his victory in the
TURN TO GREECE, PAGE A7

By FENIT NIRAPPIL
ASSOCIATED P RE S S

ROSEVILLE — Saving water doesn’t always mean saving
money in parched California.
Millions of Californians expecting relief on their water
bills for taking conservation
measures instead are finding
higher rates and drought surcharges.
Water departments are increasing rates and adding fees
because they’re losing money as
their customers conserve. They
say they still have to pay for
fixed costs, including repairing
pipelines, customer service and
enforcing water restrictions —
and those costs aren’t decreasing.
The financial blow is only
expected to grow because Gov.
Jerry Brown’s administration
has ordered communities to
slash their water use anywhere
between 8 and 36 percent compared to 2013 levels in response
to the four-year drought. Those
cuts are expected to leave agencies with a $1 billion hole in rev-
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Packed pubs:
Local fans thrilled by
U.S. team’s dominance
By PAUL PAYNE
T HE P R ES S D EM O CR AT

I
JONATHAN HAYWARD / Canadian Press via AP

United States’ Carli Lloyd, left, and Meghan Klingenberg celebrate Lloyd’s third goal against
Japan on Sunday during the Women’s World Cup championship in Vancouver, British Columbia.
INSIDE

Water rates
rising as cities
lose money
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■ Win ends United
States’ 16-year wait
to reclaim the World
Cup. C1
■ Abby Wambach
finishes decorated
career on a satisfying
note. C8
■ Who won —
and when? A list of
winners from 1991
through 2015. A8

MORE PHOTOS
For a gallery of photos
from the Women’s
World Cup final and
local celebrations, go to
pressdemocrat.com.

BETH SCHLANKER / The Press Democrat

Keegan Houser, from left, Amy Quinn, Ross Hause, Melissa Quinn, Steven
Burden and Connor Van Alstyne react at Sweet Spot Pub & Lounge in
Santa Rosa as the U.S. team scores a goal.

t was a tense situation the last
time Nina Seliga watched the
U.S. and Japanese women face
off in the world soccer championships.
Santa Rosa High School’s
assistant soccer coach was on a
houseboat at Shasta Lake, scrambling to get reception for a tiny
TV watched by eight families.
The Americans lost in a
nail-biter as the signal faded in
and out.
But Sunday night was different. Seliga watched the Women’s
World Cup final from the relative
comfort of a downtown Santa
Rosa sports bar as her team took
an early lead and never looked
back, winning 5-2.
“The U.S. just wanted it more,”
she said as she sat among family
and friends at the Sweet Spot Pub
& Lounge. “Way more.”
Sports bars around Sonoma
County exploded with fans as
the two teams met in the second
World Cup final in a row. The last
outing, in 2011, Japan won 3-2.
But this time around, the
TURN TO FANS, PAGE A8

Former enemies close door on the past
Vietnam vets lead way in reconciliation
ahead of historic White House visit
By THOMAS FULLER
N E W YOR K TI M E S

DA NANG, Vietnam — The American and
Vietnamese war veterans, former enemies,
sat together at wooden picnic tables eating
hamburgers and chili while Creedence Clearwater Revival played in the background.
Do Hung Luan, a former Viet Cong fighter
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who was imprisoned and tortured for nine
years by America’s South Vietnamese allies, ate a burger and chicken wings with
chopsticks.
Next to him was Nguyen Tien, whose
wooden leg replaces the one he lost to U.S.
artillery during the war.
“I can feel the friendship,” a smiling Tien
said, surrounded by U.S. veterans who
seemed three times his size. “We have closed
the door on the past.”
The Fourth of July party, steps away from
what U.S. soldiers used to call China Beach,

POSEY STARTING AT ALL-STAR GAME:

Giants catcher to make his third appaearance;
balance of roster to be unveiled today / C1

was organized by Larry Vetter, a Texan and
retired Marine who moved here three years
ago to live among some of the people he was
once supposed to kill.
“Everybody is so friendly,” Vetter said.
“It’s almost mind-boggling how much they
accept Americans.”
Over the past several years, Vietnam and
the United States have come together so
quickly that even the architects of the reconciliation call it breathtaking. That will
be highlighted on Tuesday when Nguyen
TURN TO VIETNAM, PAGE A7
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